Barmak Calls for Prosecution of IEC Officials Suspected of Fraud

KABUL - Senate Ahmad Bar- mak, an Independent Elec- toral Commissioner (IEC) member, on Sunday called for the prosecution of IEC officials suspected of fraud during the 2014 elections.

The remarks come amid efforts aimed at finalizing the appointment of an international election oversight committee of the IEC.

The 2014 presidential elec- tions in Afghanistan hit an impasse following fraud allegations by CEO Abdullah Abdullah who had also said he saw no reason for fighting against terror.

He said that during the trip he also discussed the economic cooperation between the two countries.

Most of the Taliban's top officials came to Pakistan for discussions for the past one year. The MNJ mission here said research on “Water Rights: An Overview”

IDPs Blast Govt’s Inaction for Water Disputes

KABUL - The demand for water to support agricultural development in Afghanistan, a country affected by decades of conflict, deteriorating infrastructure and drought, frequently sparks high-stakes disputes, the United Nations said on Sunday.

The UN mission here said that “most of the Taliban's top officials came to Pakistan for discussions for the past one year.”
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